Molecular dynamics is expected to produce accurate results over a wide range of conditions and timescales. However, this is not always the case since the field has been too reluctant to abandon historically popular techniques known to introduce artefacts. Two recent papers have suggested there are reliability issues in the GROMACS code since it no longer uses a legacy twin-range algorithm. Here, we show there are order-of-magnitude differences in accuracy favoring the modern Trotter decomposition, and that a force field relying on the old algorithm will have errors parametrized into the force field. Similarly, the suggestions about incorrect virial calculations turn out to be explained by insufficient accuracy in the default SHAKE settings used for GROMOS, while the GROMACS default choices are accurate. This highlights the importance of being more critical to error cancellation in simulations in order for algorithms and parameters to both gradually converge to more perfect ones.
Introduction
Molecular dynamics simulations have evolved over time and nowadays algorithms and force fields are expected to produce accurate results comparable to experiments over a wide range of conditions and timescales. However, as a community we have been too reluctant to abandon historically popular techniques that have later been shown to introduce artefacts, such as plain cutoffs or weak coupling algorithms 1, 2 . One can understand the hesitation when substantial force field parametrization work might have been based on old algorithms with severe shortcomings -but at some point, we are forced to accept that certain parameters or setups are no longer adequate.
The GROMACS software 3 is part of this community, and the last few years there has been significantly increased interactions between major codes (including e.g. NAMD 4 , AMBER 5 , and CHARMM 6 ) both on interoperability and what standards should be applied e.g. to accuracy. We are also fond of the legacy from the Berendsen laboratory where the first versions of GROMACS inherited parameters and algorithms from the GROMOS87 7 code and united-atom force field. With the advent of GROMOS96, those new potential forms and parameters were added to GROMACS as well. However, in parallel GROMACS early embraced a lot of development in the community at large, such as the particle-mesh Ewald algorithm for long-range electrostatics 8 (which we now even advocate for dispersion interactions 9,10 ), and the code increasingly focused on all-atom force fields such as OPLS, AMBER and CHARMM.
The GROMOS family of force fields has up until the latest update 11 been developed with a twin-range (TR) cut-off. The GROMOS TR method computes short-range forces FSR every step, but long-range force FLR only every N th step. FLR is then added to FSR every step to approximate a simulation with a longer cut-off. This setup can be better than a short cutoff, but still ignores interactions beyond the long cutoff which causes artefacts e.g. for lipid bilayers with large zwitterionic molecules 12 . A fundamental challenge with the legacy TR setup is that the application of a force from an earlier step breaks time reversibility and means one is no longer integrating any well-defined Hamiltonian. Already in the 1990s Tuckerman et al. showed that for physically correct integration one needs to use a different kind of algorithm based on Trotter decomposition 13 . This is not merely theoretical hair-splitting for small systems, but the symplectic property of the Trotter decomposition means it exactly integrates a slightly perturbed Hamiltonian, which makes properties largely insensitive to the exact time step used rather than tuning parameters to fit a specific arbitrary time-step. This is why GROMACS adopted this algorithm a decade ago 3 instead of the legacy twin-range algorithm. The Trotter-based algorithm 13 has been a great advantage for force fields parametrized from simulations with a well-defined Hamiltonian as it combines high performance with accurate integration.
Two recent papers from the GROMOS community have suggested there are reliability issues in the GROMACS software as a result of this change 14, 15 . In short, both papers notice that the GROMOS force field that was developed in conjunction with the GROMOS software and legacy twin-range cutoffs does not produce the same results when used with Trotter decompositions as implemented in GROMACS a decade ago, and to the best of our knowledge other modern codes using multiple-time-step integration. While the observations are mostly correct, we disagree with the conclusions, and we argue this brings up some important points for the community at large.
Results
First, it is obviously important that any changes that can influence results are documented in release notes, which was the case for GROMACS 4.5 under the entry "Symplectic Trotter Leap-Frog integrator for twin-range non-bonded interactions." 16 . This was apparently missed by some users, as neither the junior nor senior authors of one of the papers appear to have consulted the notes before using the new version as judged from the somewhat annoyed paper title 14 . Still, in retrospect we could of course have emphasized this more; we prefer to help users avoid mistakes e.g. by using a new interface for new implementations while the old one is deprecated, and refuse old input (at the cost of some annoyance for other users) -this principle is now one that we generally try to apply.
Nevertheless, despite the oversight, the two papers 14, 15 highlight the interdependence of force field and algorithms which is an exceptionally important second point. Although it has been shown that biomolecules simulated using the GROMOS force field are more stable when using particle-mesh Ewald summation for the electrostatic interactions rather than the legacy TR scheme 17 , the only way to assess if a force field is still compatible with more accurate algorithms is by comparing a wide set of predictions and properties 18 . To this end, Gonçalves and co-workers embarked on a series of simulations of molecular liquids 15 and they find significant differences between the legacy TR scheme and the symplectic algorithms: simple liquid properties like density change depending on the algorithm. Since the legacy TR scheme is not time-reversible, that means there is an interdependence between the force field and the cut-off scheme used, which is something all simulation users should be aware and cautious of as it can, in principle, occur whenever an algorithm is changed.
On the other hand, we strongly disagree with the suggestion 14 that the two cut-off schemes are qualitatively equivalent algorithms with slightly different properties -it is rather our opinion that the legacy TR scheme is fundamentally flawed and should not be used in any modern simulation that claims to accurately integrate a physical potential. The easiest way to realize this is to simply look at the energy conservation. For a trivial SPC water system 19 , the legacy TR scheme with a 0.8/1.4 nm twin-range cut-off leads to an energy drift per molecule of 1.1 kJ mol -1 ps -1 , which is 0.45 kBT per picosecond! (Fig. 1 ). This gigantic deviation from the correct Hamiltonian leads to an energy drift that is removed in the GROMOS scheme by very tight coupling using a Berendsen thermostat (another algorithm that, in our opinion, is no longer adequate 1 ) with a coupling time of 0.1 ps. This high damping by the thermostat artificially stabilizes the integration scheme that uses an overly large time step of 10 fs for the long-range interactions. To confirm this, one can simply test it by instead combining the charge-group cut-off scheme with a single-range cut-off, which reduces the energy drift by an order of magnitude. It is technically possible to parametrize a force field with the legacy TR scheme, and some properties (in particular parametrization targets) will still be correct, but the specific (high) amount of leaky integration error that comes from the particular choice of time steps, cut-offs and integrator has then been parametrized into the force field. Apart from not integrating any well-defined Hamiltonian, as soon as a time step is changed (even making it shorter to aim for higher accuracy), the balance and energy drift will change and make the results deviate from the intended target. We emphasize that many of these algorithms were state-of-the-art when they were developed, they contributed to many important scientific results, and for a long time many molecular dynamics codes (including ours) relied on this tweaking or cancellation of errors.
nm twin-range cut-off. Note how the group-based cut-off scheme causes alarmingly high (by modern standards) energy drift already without a twin-range scheme (here the neighbour list was updated every step, but updating it every 5 steps does not affect the drift). As the large (long-range) time step is increased to 10fs (the value used for GROMOS parametrization), the legacy TR (red) energy drift exceeds 1 kJ/mol/ps for each molecule. This has to be compensated with a thermostat, but such a strong coupling will have effects on kinetics. In contrast, while the Trotter TR scheme (blue) is still subject to the energy drift from the group-based cut-off per se, it is less sensitive to the actual size of the time step. For a single range exact atomic cut-off (black), there are no algorithmic errors and the energy only drifts due to rounding errors, which is the reason it increases as a power law with the time step, as expected (but from much lower values). For reference we also show the energy drift with default (exact cut-off) settings for GROMACS version 2019, which is 2.5 orders of magnitude lower than the legacy GROMOS TR scheme.
However, science makes progress by embracing new discoveries and learning from past shortcomings, even when a lot of work was invested in the latter. If one uses a symplectic Trotter integration scheme with an exact cut-off, as has been the default in GROMACS since the 5.0 release in 2014, the energy drift error is reduced by more than two orders of magnitude compared to the legacy TR scheme (Fig. 1) . This in turn means the thermostat coupling will also be two orders of magnitude less tight, which has paramount impact on correctly integrating the kinetics without perturbing the system. This is important for determining fluctuation properties that may serve to evaluate force field accuracy 10, 18 , and as recently shown in the SAMPL6 challenge, free energy calculations are critically dependent on physically accurate integration 20 . As a bonus, the CPU performance of GROMACS 2019 is equal to the legacy TR scheme in GROMACS 4.0.7 for water and up to twice as fast for other compounds. In other words, using the correct physics-based integration algorithms not only improves accuracy, but also enables higher performance, which is another reason these algorithms have been adopted in most major MD codes today. As a side note, since the PME algorithm for both Coulomb-and Lennard-Jones interactions has now become so ubiquitous that it is a de facto standard for MD simulations 8, 9 the TR multiple-time-stepping scheme (even the one based on correct Trotter decomposition) was completely removed in version 2016 of GROMACS, as the plain cutoffs themselves have severe physical shortcomings and have been superseded by PME.
Furthermore, the authors 15 claimed to have found a potential issue with the implementation of the LINCS constraint algorithm 21 in GROMACS 4.0.7. Although it is of course within the scientific freedom of the authors to report suspected errors in a paper, we think it would have been more productive to first discuss an observation with the developers to confirm, potentially adress it, and make sure other users are informed as well.
Since we feel obliged to do our due diligence, we have carefully checked the LINCS and SHAKE 22 algorithms in the 10 year old 4.0.7 version of GROMACS and found no issues with the virial calculation. Interestingly, though: when running the ethanol system with the settings used by Gonçalves et al. 15 , we reproduced differences in the density between LINCS and SHAKE with the default settings used in GROMACS. We found that these differences are due to insufficient accuracy in SHAKE. With a relative tolerance of 10 -4 , as used by Gonçalves et al. 15 , which is the default value and the one used for parametrizing the GROMOS force field, the density is 776.5 ±0.1 kg m -3 . If one instead sets a tighter SHAKE tolerance of 10 -5 it reproduces the default LINCS settings, whith densities of 777.9 and 777.8 ±0.1 kg m -3 , respectively. This thus appears to be another algorithm (or rather, settings) error that has been parametrized into the GROMOS force field. If the authors had asked us or submitted a bug report we would gladly have helped them investigate this to avoid making an incorrect claim in their paper. GROMACS has used LINCS by default for more than two decades, so simulations using other force fields are not affected (and to be fair, when constraining only bonds with hydrogens, a tolerance of 10 -4 does not affect the density within the statistical accuracy of 0.1 kg m -3 , so this might mostly be a theoretical issue).
We think the GROMOS force field development should consider adopting modern algorithms and tighter tolerances for the settings in future releases of the force field. A comparison of twin-range with single cut-off for the GROMOS 54A7 force field shows that the difference for amino acids seems to be small. It is not too far-fetched to expect that a force field optimized in conjunction with correct physical algorithms would improve accuracy and it is encouraging to see that some of the GROMOS developers indeed are adopting algorithms like particle-mesh Ewald for applications 23 .
A word of caution to the community at large is that we have all been too hesitant about giving up old algorithms, and many of us that review papers have been too lenient towards accuracy issues. Molecular dynamics should not be a combination of unknown errors hidden by parameter tweaking, but a proper model of physics that gradually evolves towards more perfect algorithms and parameters. That does not mean old work or old papers were without merit, but we fail as a community if we do not recognize that some of the things we have all done historically are no longer sufficiently accurate by today's standards -and that, most likely, some of the things we do today will not be sufficient by tomorrow's standards.
Finally, it is both important and good practice to report software issues like suspected bugs straight to code developers. One of the advantages of free and open source software 24 that is also developed openly is the transparency of handling issues, including cases where the issue turns out not to be a bug. The GROMACS development team has handled issues openly for the last 13 years using Redmine (and previously Bugzilla), and we are very thankful for the testing, feedback and code improvements numerous users have contributed there.
